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WHO HAS BEEN COMPLAINING ABOUT THE SALES TAX ANYWAY?
“Increasing the gas tax makes sense. But it’s irresponsible to negotiate a deal that
raises this tax while reducing other state revenues ... And who has been complaining
about the sales tax, anyway?”
1
-- NJEA Executive Director Ed Richardson, 2016.
Apparently not Richardson. After all, he is a multi-millionaire, himself, having been
2
paid $2.98 million of taxpayer dollars from 2013-2016. Maybe Mr. Richardson has
forgotten that gas and sales taxes are paid by the same people whose tax dollars made
him one of New Jersey’s one-percenters.
Gas and sales taxes are also the least progressive taxes. They are the same for
everyone and thus hit middle-class New Jerseyans much harder than they hit a
one-percenter like Richardson. Perhaps that is why he totally disregards their impact
on middle-class New Jerseyans - like the average teacher, who makes $76,000 a year.
Where is the tax “fairness” in that?
There’s a reason why the NJEA constantly pushes for higher taxes. The facts show
that the NJEA helped construct a system that automatically and perennially squeezes
budgets and requires constant tax increases at both the state and local level.
At the local level, the “step and lane” salary schedules automatically increase salaries
regardless of budget conditions, leading to continuous upward pressure on local
property taxes. Generous and growing health benefits costs, as well as prevalent
property tax caps, add to that pressure.
To alleviate this, the NJEA has consistently pushed for greater state education aid and
the state taxes necessary to fund it. But, thanks to the NJEA’s political clout, retiree
benefits are the responsibility of the state. Pension over-promising and
under-funding and exceptionally generous retiree health benefits – all of which the
NJEA played a significant role in bringing about – perennially squeeze state budgets.
On top of this, New Jersey Supreme Court-mandated extra funding for lower-income
school districts creates additional demand for state tax revenues.
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Over decades, the NJEA’s solution has been to push for higher taxes at all levels of
government, with the predictable result that New Jersey has become one of the
highest-tax states in America.
How Do New Jersey Taxes Compare to Other States?
“No Surprise Here – New Jersey Has Largest Property Tax Load in Country …,” said a
3
recent NBC New York headline. They should have added “Again.” Once again, New
Jersey leads the nation with both the highest average property tax burden and the
4
highest effective property tax rate. This surely was no surprise to New Jersey taxpayers
either, many of whom reside in the five New Jersey counties that rank in the top 10
5
counties nationwide for the highest property taxes.
But it is not just property taxes that are high in New Jersey. In its 2019 report, the Tax
Foundation ranked New Jersey as the worst overall tax climate in the country—for the
fifth straight year. The state ranked in the bottom three for income and property taxes,
6
and in the bottom six for sales and corporate taxes. In absolute dollar terms,
WalletHub found that New Jersey has the highest state and local tax burden in America
7
at $11,119.
The bottom line is that New Jersey is a very high tax state.
Why Is New Jersey Such a High-Tax State?
One common answer is that New Jersey has 565 municipalities, 590 school districts,
and 21 county governments, and these overlapping layers of government drive up costs.
Certainly, redundancies, overstaffing, and other factors associated with bureaucratic
creep play a role, but due to New Jersey’s population density, research shows that they
8
are not significant drivers of New Jersey’s sky-high taxes.
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The real answer is simpler: The single biggest driver of New Jersey taxes is the
combined cost of public education at the state and local level.
Let us stipulate that New Jersey has one of the top public education systems in the
country. Our teachers deserve a great deal of the credit, and school districts must offer
salaries and benefits sufficient to attract high quality teachers. This costs a great deal of
money but, in and of itself, should not push the state into fiscal crisis.
The current reality is that public education is by far the largest portion of a resident’s
average annual tax bill. Education spending consumed $28.5 billion of the total $65
billion New Jersey collected in state and local taxes in FY2018 – 44 percent of every tax
dollar (compared to about 30 percent for municipalities and counties and 27 percent for
9
state government). NJEA President Michael Johnson stated the obvious reality: “Our
salaries and the funding for education programs and services comes from one
10
source—tax dollars!”
In their study of New Jersey, Eileen Norcross and Frédéric Sautet of the Mercatus
Center concurred: “The progression of tax policy and spending in New Jersey reveals
that much of this system evolved due to the political pressures applied by interest
11
groups to increase spending in certain areas, in particular education.” By relentlessly
pursuing increased education spending at both the state and local levels, the
NJEA—through both its local collective bargaining monopoly and its unmatched
state-level political clout - has been a relentless and powerful driver of higher taxes in
New Jersey.
The Cost of Local Public Education Drives Local Property Taxes
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Public education is by far the largest component of the average New Jersey property tax
bill, making up 52.4 percent (versus approximately 30 percent for municipal
12
government and 18 percent for county government). In 2017, New Jersey spent an
average of $18,920 per pupil, the third highest among the states and 55 percent higher
than the national average. In fact, New Jersey has ranked among the top three states in
per-pupil spending in 25 out of 26 years since 1992, and has spent an average 59
13
percent more than the national average during that time (Figure 1).

Source: US Census Bureau

Looked at another way, from 1994 to 2017, while K–12 student enrollment basically
remained flat (up 18 percent in 24 years), overall K–12 spending and employee salaries
14
and benefits have risen 158 percent and 166 percent, respectively (Figure 2).
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Naturally, the NJEA’s first priority has always been increased local public education
spending, with property taxes serving as a means to that end. Indeed, the NJEA has
confirmed that one of its main goals in local district politics is “making maintenance
and improvement of quality schools the first school board priority rather than control of
15
the tax rate.”
New Jersey’s elections watchdog, the Election Law Enforcement Commission, found
that local education spending has a “direct and significant impact on local property
16
taxes.” High education spending means high property taxes, and in New Jersey
education spending is very high. Accordingly, property taxes have gone up every year
17
18
since 1978 (Figure 3). Despite three major attempts at property tax reform since
2004 by both Democratic and Republican administrations, there has been no change in
the upward movement. (Note the flattening of the property tax curve due to the 2
19
percent property tax caps enacted during Governor Christie’s tenure.)
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Teacher Salaries and Benefits Drive Local Education Spending
Salaries and benefits drive education spending, averaging 82 percent of per-pupil
20
spending from 1994 to 2017 (Figure 4).  Compared to other states, New Jersey’s
salaries and benefits are very high, ranking in the top three states in thirteen out of
fourteen years since 2004, and averaging 60 percent higher than the national average
21
during that time.
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Understanding teacher salary structures is key to understanding why this is so. Thanks
to the NJEA’s lobbying, state law permits collective bargaining for multiyear contracts
with career salary schedules. The NJEA directs local associations to use “step and lane”
22
salary guides, which are now universal in New Jersey. These salary guides take the
decision to give raises out of the hands of local school boards.
Under these guides, employees get automatic raises from year to year (“steps”) with
multiple columns providing higher pay for graduate degrees (“lanes”). Combined with
NJEA-backed laws that privilege teacher seniority, these factors inevitably result in
higher compensation costs as teachers progress in their careers. The NJEA has
23
consistently pushed to increase the salary levels within these guides.
To exploit the salary guide structure during contract negotiations, the NJEA provides
professional UniServ negotiators and “best practices” to maximize salaries as quickly as
possible. The NJEA sums up its philosophy well: “The quicker a member reaches
maximum, the more years he or she will be paid at maximum, increasing career
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earnings as well as pension earnings.” In addition to structuring a salary guide to
maximize teacher pay, local associations, again aided by negotiating professionals from
UniServ and explicit NJEA guidance, use higher-paying salary guides from nearby or
25
comparable districts to push local school boards to match or exceed them.
As a result, since 2004, New Jersey has ranked in the top three among all states in
per-pupil teacher salaries and wages, averaging 56 percent higher than the national
26
average. The NJEA is justifiably proud of the high salaries it has achieved for its
members. Indeed, the NJEA boasts of “the union pay advantage,” whereby the average
teacher salary in New Jersey is nearly $20,000 more than for teachers in right-to-work
states. Elsewhere, the NJEA touts “the union dividend,” by which it means that since
1985, the average starting salary is 22 percent higher than it would have been if salaries
27
had only increased at the inflation rate.
“Cadillac” Health Benefits Also Drive Up Costs
Like teacher salaries, employee health benefits are negotiated on a multiyear basis and
put inexorable upward pressure on local school district budgets. All active education
employees receive exceptionally generous and exceedingly costly health coverage. The
New Jersey Pension and Health Benefit Study Commission (the “Study Commission”)
found that these employees get coverage “at platinum-plus levels rarely found in the
28
private sector.”
29

These employees pay a small portion of the actual costs of the plans. The Study
Commission found that the total cost for family health benefits coverage averaged
$30,322, of which the employee paid $6,365 in premiums and out-of-pocket expenses,
30
with New Jersey taxpayers picking up the remaining $23,957. These health plans cost
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50–60 percent more than the national averages for both public and private plans. The
Study Commission concluded that a large part of the high and increasing cost of the
state health programs “appears to be due to the extensive benefits and relatively low cost
32
to employees.” Only two states have higher average state employee health care costs
33
than New Jersey.
34

As with salaries, New Jersey’s “Cadillac of health plans” is the product of a concerted,
long-term NJEA effort. When local associations are negotiating health benefits, the
NJEA advises them to push for maximum coverage at minimum cost to employees,
35
regardless of the cost to school boards or taxpayers. The NJEA also pushes local
36
associations to use nearby or comparable districts’ health plans to increase benefits.
Incredibly, for decades, the NJEA’s goal was premium-free health coverage—and by and
large, it achieved that goal. As NJEA Executive Director Richard Bonazzi said in 2004,
“Full-paid health benefits are the standard for public school employees in New Jersey.
So of course we’re angry when a board of education wants you to pay for your health
37
benefits package.” Before the 2011 reform law, only 13 percent of school districts
38
required any employee contribution.
But the NJEA had not yet entirely rigged the system. Exploiting the governorship of Jon
Corzine— whom the NJEA helped elect and who famously told public union members at
39
a rally, “I will fight for you” —the NJEA successfully pushed for creating a
state-administered health program only for school employees, the School Employees
Health Benefits Program (SEHBP). The NJEA and its allies gained significant control
over the SEHBP Plan Design Committee, which sets the benefit levels available to
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employees. As NJEA President Joyce Powell explained, the SEHBP structure “means
that NJEA will have much greater ability to control what happens to our members’
41
benefits.”
A recent example shows how this works. The SEHBP Plan Design Committee adopted
$250 co-pay reimbursements for retirees as a result of “fierce advocacy on behalf of
42
NJEA members by the association’s representatives on the Plan Design Committee.”
Of course, taxpayers foot the bill for these enhancements, so the conflict of interest
inherent in the structure of the SEHBP has real-world consequences: higher state taxes
for New Jersey citizens.
Likewise, the NJEA is currently lobbying for reduced healthcare premiums (so-called
“Chapter 78 relief”) and an exemption for increased healthcare costs from the 2 percent
43
budget caps now in place in most districts. These would result in higher property taxes
for New Jersey citizens.
High Salaries and Health Benefits Mean High Property Taxes
In 2006, the Bergen Record declared that public worker salaries and benefits were “the
biggest factors in New Jersey’s highest-in-the nation residential property taxes.” It
concluded that “the unchecked influence of the police and teachers unions” built budget
increases into the system, forcing budgets to rise even when local revenue or state aid
44
decreases (Figure 5).
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The NJEA is acutely aware of the relationship between the cost of local public education
and local property taxes. NJEA President Edithe Fulton stated it clearly in 1982: “When
we ask people to support school budgets, we are asking them to vote to raise their own
45
taxes.”
Cause and Effect: Local Budget Pressures Become Untenable
The NJEA’s big dilemma is that property taxpayers will only stand for so much, and
46
before a 2012 law, they could always express their dissatisfaction by rejecting school
47
budgets at annual local budget elections. Budget rejections threw a wrench into the
NJEA’s plans because the previous year’s budget would remain in place, resulting in
zero increase in overall spending. So securing automatic teacher salary and benefit
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increases would be impossible. As NJEA President Joyce Powell said in a 2006 letter to
48
members: “When budgets fail, our members pay the price.”
In the case of a budget squeeze due to lower revenues - such as a decrease in state
education aid - a local association could relieve the pressure by foregoing locked-in
49
raises, but the NJEA’s best practice for negotiations is no salary givebacks. So schools,
parents, and students will always face layoffs, reduced programs, larger class sizes, and
higher fees.
The NJEA’s reaction to the Great Recession provides a perfect example of this
unwillingness to “give back” locked-in salary increases. Due to falling tax revenues and
the end of federal stimulus money, the state had a massive budget deficit, and state
education aid was reduced by $820 million. Gov. Chris Christie proposed a solution to
help make up for this shortfall. At a time of double-digit unemployment in the state, he
“called on teachers, who received scheduled raises during the recession, to accept a
50
one-year freeze . . . to avoid widespread teacher layoffs in cash-poor districts.” Making
abundantly clear that its interests took precedence over those of New Jersey’s citizens
and school children, the NJEA responded that “local contracts should not be negated to
51
make up for state budget shortfalls.” As a result, fewer than three dozen of 591 districts
52
adopted freezes.
So the NJEA had to get at the root of its dilemma: School funding—and funding for
teachers’ salaries and health benefits— relied on local property taxes, and local voters
would reject school budgets when property taxes increased too much. As a result, the
NJEA has for decades called for more state education aid to local school districts to
alleviate the burden on local property taxpayers. More state aid required more state
taxes.
The Push for State Taxes
The NJEA has not disguised the fact that it consistently pushed for more state education
aid. Indeed, the NJEA boasts that it “has either led the way or has been in the forefront
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53

of every major campaign to win greater state funding for education.” But to get the
level of state education spending the NJEA wanted, it had to push for higher state taxes:
“Raising additional revenue is the only reasonable approach. . . . If raising property taxes
54
isn’t the answer, then we must look to [state] income taxes.”
Pushing for state-level taxes also reduced accountability for spending increases at the
local school district level. Mercatus’ Norcross and Sautet found: “By fracturing the
relationship between those who benefit (e.g. local school districts) and those who pay
(e.g. state income tax payers), the incentive to control costs, and accountability for
55
spending has been systematically weakened through fiscal illusion.” This fiscal illusion
and lack of accountability served the NJEA’s purposes well.
State Sales Tax. As would be expected, the NJEA has a history of pushing for state tax
increases dating back to the 1930s. After World War II, the NJEA worked for 16 years to
56
get both political parties to eliminate their “no new tax” platforms in 1961. With that
foundation, the NJEA was a key force behind the introduction of the first sales tax in
1966. Leading up to the enactment of the sales tax, the NJEA’s political plan was clear:
“an all-out drive to enact a sales tax, an income tax, or a combination of the two . . .
57
NJEA will be fighting as hard as possible for a new tax solution.” The NJEA
58
consistently pushed this position as part of its legislative lobbying agenda.
Once it succeeded in getting the state sales tax passed, most of the revenues were
59
funneled back to municipalities to alleviate the property tax burden. However, sharply
rising education costs nullified the hoped-for improvement in state finances, and by the
60
next year, local property taxes were once again rising by record amounts.
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State Income Tax. In the 1970s, the New Jersey Supreme Court added to the funding
pressure at the state level by ruling that New Jersey’s property-tax-based school funding
system was unconstitutional. This and subsequent rulings required that the state
remediate education funding disparities between wealthier districts and districts the
Supreme Court deemed to be underfunded. As a result, more than half of state education
aid was redirected to 31 districts, forcing the other 550-plus districts to rely heavily on
61
local property taxes to fund public education.
In response, Gov. Brendan Byrne proposed a new state income tax. Strongly in support,
the NJEA launched a major media campaign to push for, in the words of NJEA
Executive Director Frederick Hipp, “the substantial tax that we all know is needed to do
62
the job right,” which it defined as “a personal income tax . . . at whatever rates and
63
levels are necessary” to fund education. After the income tax was passed in 1976, the
64
NJEA justifiably touted it as one of its legislative accomplishments for the year.
The income tax’s main purpose was property tax relief. The New Jersey Constitution
requires that all state income tax revenues go into the Property Tax Relief Fund.
Reflecting the inherent relationship between property taxes and local school spending,
73 percent of the distributions from the fund have gone to school aid, while 18 percent
65
have gone to municipal aid and 8 percent to property tax rebates to homeowners.
Against Property Tax Caps. At the same time, the new income tax law threatened
the NJEA’s stranglehold on local education spending. When the legislature passed the
66
income tax law, it included a municipal budget cap law that limited local spending
increases as “a response to the failure of localities to reduce property taxes after the
67
enactment in 1966 of a state sales tax.” Because teacher salaries and benefits made up
more than 80 percent of education spending and were increasing at locked-in rates
above the caps, the NJEA and its members had the most to lose from the caps, and the
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NJEA fought the caps at every turn. When confronted with the inevitable trade-off of
higher salaries versus lower property taxes, the NJEA chose higher salaries and higher
taxes.
As with the state sales tax in 1966, the property tax relief provided by the state income
tax was short-lived. Due to state budget shortfalls, Gov. Byrne once again proposed cuts
to state education aid, which portended rising property taxes just five years after the
income tax was instituted to stem such rises. Acutely aware of the connection between
rising property taxes and school budget defeats, the NJEA warned its members: “We’re
going to be in for another round of school budget defeats if we continue to shift costs
69
back to the local property tax.”
For Tax Hikes. Raising state-level taxes remained the solution to the perennial
problem. After Gov. Tom Kean’s election in 1981, declining revenues from existing state
taxes were insufficient to cover rising costs. The NJEA and its allies pushed for sales and
income tax increases, as well as increases to other state taxes, to generate more revenue.
70
NJEA Executive Director James Connerton made his position clear: “The time to
71
raise State taxes . . . is now.” He got his wish when Gov. Kean signed legislation
increasing income, sales, gasoline, and corporate taxes.
By 1989, reduced state education aid (caused by declining state tax revenues) combined
with rising local education costs meant that local property tax increases were again
resulting in defeated school budgets—the most since before the creation of the state
72
income tax in 1976. Once again recognizing the connection between rising property
taxes and defeated budgets, the NJEA called for “added revenues for education from
73
sources more equitable than the local property taxes” —meaning state-level taxes.
At the time, the NJEA further revealed its myopic pursuit of its own self-interest even at
the expense of New Jersey citizens by reasoning that, to fund education, “the state may
have to cut back on other state services. What good will those programs be in the future
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if the state’s citizens and its students are being short-changed educationally? Talk is
74
cheap. But good education costs.”
The NJEA vigorously supported Jim Florio for governor in 1989 and, after Florio won
the election, urged him to increase state tax revenues in order to decrease reliance on
75
local property taxes for education funding. In 1990, Florio signed a record state tax
increase of $2.8 billion to support a new school funding formula in the Quality
Education Act (QEA) that directed more state aid to lower-income districts, as required
by another New Jersey Supreme Court ruling. An amendment to the QEA subsequently
allocated $360 million of the new tax revenues for property tax relief. Although the
NJEA had fought for the tax increases, President Betty Kraemer made clear in her
response to property tax relief that the NJEA serves its own interests every time:
“Diverting education funding to property tax relief and imposing severe caps on local
76
budgets undermine the entire concept of a quality education.”
Against Tax Cuts and Spending Caps. Gov. Christine Whitman was elected in 1993
on a platform of cutting state income taxes. The NJEA opposed her candidacy, telling its
members that the tax cuts “threatened your salary, your health benefits and your
77
pension.”
During the 1990s, the NJEA also opposed the Initiative and Referendum (I&R)
movement, which would have allowed voters to put laws on a ballot by petition. I&R had
been used in other states to lower property taxes and, in the words of NJEA Executive
Director Richard Bonazzi, would “provide the impetus for our enemies to organize at the
78
local level for lower taxes, for spending caps, against our school budgets.” The I&R
movement ultimately failed in New Jersey.
More of the Same. As the new century dawned, the NJEA’s state budget priorities
79
remained the same: increasing state education aid and easing local budget caps.
Before long, the NJEA was back calling “for an income-tax increase on high earners to
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80

avert some of the severe cuts,” and it built a coalition (the Fairness Alliance), set up
lobby days, and held rallies to that end. With Democrat James McGreevey as governor
and a Democratic legislature, and after 18 months of extensive lobbying, the Fairness
Alliance was a “principal player” in the successful push for an income tax increase on
81
wealthy New Jerseyans. However, the revenue generated by the tax increase was
earmarked for rebates for homeowners rather than for education, prompting criticism
82
and further calls for increased taxes by the NJEA.
By 2005, the song remained the same. With the Benefits Review Task Force appointed
by Acting Governor Richard Codey recommending greater contributions from educators
for their pensions and health benefits, NJEA President Joyce Powell called specifically
for a sales tax hike: “What the state needs to protect our pensions and benefits is more
83
revenue. . .. And in particular, it needs the penny increase in the sales tax.” The NJEA
joined the “Not One Penny Less” campaign and mobilized its members to pressure the
legislature. It worked: The NJEA claimed the sales tax increase as one of its major
84
legislative successes for 2005.
When newly elected Gov. Jon Corzine called a special session of the legislature to
address property taxes, the NJEA mobilized its members with lobby days, an
email-writing campaign, and the “biggest employee rally in a decade.” This move
stymied reform efforts and got Corzine and the legislature to ignore the vast majority of
85
the legislative committees’ recommendations on how to reduce property taxes.

“And Who Has Been Complaining About the Sales Tax, Anyway?”
As the decade moved on, the NJEA continued to oppose budget caps and votes on local
school budgets and continued to push for tax increases under newly elected Republican
86
governor Chris Christie. The NJEA launched a coalition named Better Choices NJ,
80
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calling for a millionaire’s tax, a surcharge on corporate income, the closing of corporate
87
tax loopholes, and ending of various corporate tax breaks.
The NJEA’s pro-tax reaction to Gov. Christie’s plan to fund the Transportation Trust
Fund once again revealed the NJEA’s myopic focus on raising taxes. In a deal with
legislative leaders, Christie repealed the estate tax and cut the sales tax while raising the
gasoline tax. The NJEA supported raising the gasoline tax but was against cutting the
other taxes. Just like his predecessors, NJEA President Wendell Steinhauer proclaimed
that “New Jersey has a revenue crisis” and that “repealing the estate tax is a terrible
88
idea.”
This is when NJEA Executive Director Ed Richardson made his shockingly callous
statement that revealed the NJEA’s total disregard for the tax burdens of middle-class
New Jersey citizens:
NJEA strongly believes the state should focus on generating new revenues …
Increasing the gas tax makes sense. But it’s irresponsible to negotiate a deal that
raises this tax while reducing other state revenues … And who has been
89
complaining about the sales tax, anyway? [emphasis added]
As noted earlier, this is quite a statement from a multi-millionaire, one-percenter
whose fortune comes courtesy of New Jersey taxpayers.
The NJEA Gets Its Wish: A Pro-Tax Governor
As detailed in SPCNJ’s “Money Equals Power,” the NJEA strongly supported Phil
Murphy for governor in 2017. With Murphy in office, the NJEA called for a
“millionaire’s tax” and an increase in corporate taxes. In testimony to the state
senate, NJEA Secretary-Treasurer Sean Spiller “expressed support for revenue-raising
measures [tax increases] that would force corporations and the most affluent to pay
90
their fair share …”
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Murphy did not disappoint them. In his first budget, Murphy called for raising the
sales tax to 7 percent, a new tax rate 10.75 percent on earnings over $1 million, and a
new corporate surcharge. In the end, the legislature – perhaps recognizing the cost to
middle-class citizens - rejected the sales tax increase. The final budget included the
91
corporate surcharge and a 10.75 percent tax on earnings over $5 million.
The NJEA continues to push for expanding the 10.75 percent tax bracket to this day,
funding a $1 million ad campaign featuring the governor, himself. With the
legislature sending him a budget without the tax expansion, Governor Murphy has
dutifully threatened to veto it.
But the State Budget Is Perennially Squeezed
As the NJEA looks to state government for increased education aid, it is confronted
with the reality that these and other demands, including high and increasing retiree
benefit costs, are overwhelming insufficient tax revenues. The fact is that New
Jersey’s state budget is in persistent, structural deficit, and the mismatch between
revenues and expenditures is the worst in the nation. According to the Pew
Charitable Trusts, from 2003-2017, New Jersey only took in revenues amounting to
92
91.3 percent of expenditures compared to a national average of 102.1 percent.
The situation will only get worse. As detailed in SPCNJ’s “Job Number One: NJEA’s
Leading Role in New Jersey’s Pension Crisis,” (hereinafter “Job Number One”) due to
over-promising and under-funding, the state’s retiree benefit costs are projected to
rise from $6.6 billion today to $11 billion in 2023, or from 20 percent of the budget to
26 percent of the budget. These costs are “unsustainable” according to the Path to
93
Progress report.
As detailed in “Job Number One,” this situation did not occur by happenstance. The
NJEA lobbied long and hard to place retiree benefit costs with the state, which
resulted in the disconnected and broken system that exists today. It also participated
in pension raids and funding schemes that undermined the system, and fought all
efforts at reform. In addition, the NJEA gained for its retirees state-funded
“Platinum-plus” health benefits – the most generous in the nation - at little or no cost
91
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to them. The facts show that the NJEA deserves a significant amount of the blame
for the excessive funding demands of today’s retiree benefits.
Yet the NJEA refuses to compromise to try to reform the system and avoid a fiscal
train-wreck: “NJEA remains adamant that there will be no discussion or negotiations
95
of benefit cuts for public school employees.” As in the past, the NJEA’s answer is
higher state taxes.
The Result: New Jersey Is One of the Highest-Tax States in America.
The cumulative toll of all these tax hikes on New Jersey citizens has been massive. Total
property, income, and sales taxes have increased from $12.97 billion in 1992 to $37.48
96
billion in 2017, or 288 percent (Figure 6).

Source: US Census Bureau

This is the inevitable result when the NJEA, the most powerful political force in the
state, constructs a system where the combined demands at the state and local levels
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push for higher taxes, with the result that New Jersey has become one of the highest-tax
states in America.
The sad irony is that New Jersey taxpayers are funding the NJEA, which has used their
tax dollars to push their taxes ever higher.
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